
Orico Hard Disk case and GSM accessories (black) Ref: 6954301100508
Orico Hard Disk case and GSM accessories (black)

Orico PHB-25-BK-BP Hard Drive Case
Do you want to be able to conveniently yet safely store your hard drive and selected accessories? The Orico case will turn out to be a
real bull's eye! Spacious and durable, it is also splash and shock resistant. The mesh inside makes it easy to keep things neat and tidy
and the top quality zipper is surprisingly reliable. You can also clean the case if necessary.
 
Extremely roomy
The small size of the case goes hand in hand with its surprising capacity. You can successfully fit in it not only the hard drive, but also, for
example, cables, memory cards, flash drives, and even a digital camera, powerbank or smartphone. Now you can conveniently take all
the necessary accessories with you to work, on vacation or on a business trip!
 
Reliable protection for your devices
You no longer have to worry about your hard drive and accessories being damaged during transport. The product is made of high quality
EVA material,  which is waterproof, durable and not prone to deformation. Even accidental splashes will  not frighten it! Inside the case
there is a special foam, which further protects your equipment from shocks and bumps.
 
You can easily stay organized
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The case is equipped with a practical, flexible mesh, which makes it easier for you to organize your space and keep things in order. For
example, you can place your cables, memory cards and other small accessories behind it - this way you will ensure their stability, protect
them from falling out and avoid clutter!
 
High-quality zipper
What else makes the case so easy and convenient to use? A superior quality zipper that allows it to open and close smoothly! It won't
jam or open on its own. So you don't have to worry about small accessories falling out and getting lost during transport.
 
Brand
Orico
Model
PHB-25-BK-BP
Compatibility
SSD / HDD 2,5″ hard drives
Color
Black
Material
EVA
Dimensions
135x90x19mm
Certificates
CE, FCC

Preço:

€ 3.51

Acessórios para telemóveis, Capas, Tempered glass, Case for Accessories
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